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  Disrupt

Tradition

Flexibility in seating & tables that disrupts 
tradition.

SOL-MIX is designed around four key pillars 
of contemporary working behaviours: 
facilitating spaces for formal or informal 
meeting, social aspects of our daily routines, 
creative collisions for knowledge sharing, 
moments requiring retreat and focus.

SOL-MIX celebrates the fact that today’s 
commercial spaces need to be flexible to a 
heightened degree: promoting the happiness 
of individual workers and the dynamism of 
teams as the basis for sustained productivity.

Driven by empowering the end-user, be it 
individual or team, SOL-MIX allows freedom of 
collaboration and connection.
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Through understanding the enormous potential of user-centred 
design thinking, this portfolio of mobile, modular, reconfigurable 
and versatile furniture aims to celebrate the dynamic nature of the 
contemporary workplace, while also providing the all-important 
tools of both individual and collective end-users. 
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ZENITH

           Design

Understanding and collaborating with the client ensures all 
outcomes are achieved.

ZENITH’s capacity to research, prototype and test products is an 
integral part to their design process. By putting an emphasis on 
researching global trends and anticipating the ever-changing climate 
of technology in the work environment, ZENITH not only responds to 
demands in the market but pioneers and innovate. 

With the capability and facilities to manufacture locally, ZENITH 
products are exceptionally designed, customised and thoroughly tested 
for product suitability and usability to suit individual needs and user 
requirements.
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“Working with leading companies in Asia Pacific has 
allowed us to gain valuable insights into users’ needs in the 
emerging workplace.”

—Bob Stewart, ZENITH Design’s R&D Manager
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“Mobility and the need to be user-reconfigurable is 
becoming increasingly important in our intent for 
the contemporary workforce.”

—Bob Stewart, ZENITH Design’s R&D Manager
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Models

Choice, freedom, flexibility and control

A collection consisting of modular seating, 
table, ottoman, whiteboard and booth: SOL-
Sit, SOL-Rest, SOL-Dash, SOL-Think, SOL-
Pavilion, SOL-Lap, SOL-Bench, SOL-Break and 
SOL-Sketch.
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SOL-MIX promotes individual workers and the 
dynamism of teams as the basis for sustained 
productivity.

SOL-Pavilion’s semi private booth system 
facilitates quick intimate meetings, with 
exceptional acoustic attenuation. 

SOL-Think embraces the balance of individual 
working needs and cooperative team 
collaboration with adjustable side and back 
panels that can secured up or folded down.
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We’ve worked with interior designers, architects and workplace 
curators for many years. Together, we’ve developed a range 
of internal workspace environments. We work alongside these 
curators of modern workspaces to redefine the environments 
where people live, work, socialise, interact and learn.

Contemporary workplaces have to combine leading edge 
technology and physical elements in a way that produces 
productive environments for organisations. And every 
organisation is unique. So before we recommend a solution,  
we work hard to understand the organisation and the people  
who define its culture.

Our local teams and showrooms deliver the support you need. Our 
global logistics guarantees the highest quality product, service 
and delivery schedules.

Showroom locations

Australia Melbourne, Sydney, Canberra, Brisbane, Perth, Adelaide

New Zealand Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch

Asia Hong Kong, Shanghai, Singapore, Shenzhen



zenithinteriors.com


